
DLPS preferred method for face to face contact is Google Meet or Zoom via Tapestry.  

This will allow teachers and staff to contact pupils, share information and conduct meetings. 

The purpose of Google Meet/Zoom calls can include: 

 regular face to face contact with as many children as possible in the class 

 checking in on children’s learning and/or wellbeing 

 show and share learning with the class and celebrate achievements during the week 

Teachers may also use these opportunities to share stories and answer questions.  PLEASE NOTE: These sessions are for children, not 

adults/parents. When your child is accepted into a video chat by their teacher there are certain guidelines we all must follow. 

Pupils Teachers  Parents  

➢ Pupils should not unmute when the 

teacher has muted the whole class, you 

must stay on mute until you are 

invited to speak. 

➢ Pupils must wear suitable clothing, as 

should anyone else in your home. 

➢ Pupils should find a suitable quiet 

environment, for example, in a shared 

part of the house i.e. not in bedrooms 

or bathrooms; and the background should 

be blurred if possible and if not should be 

appropriate. 

➢ Pupils should always keep their language 

and interaction appropriate, as they 

would in face to face conversations, 

whether with teachers, or their peers. 

➢ Pupils should ALWAYS make sure they 

leave the Meet before the teacher 

➢ Always double check and get in the habit 

of closing your laptop when not in use, to 

prevent the camera from working 

regardless. 

➢ Pupils are prohibited from recording or 

capturing/screen grabbing content from 

the video call. 

➢ All Google Meet sessions will be led by the 

teachers  

➢ Teachers will not allow attendees to join 

before host and they will keep a list of 

attendees.  

➢ Teachers need 

➢ to send the link rather than an invite so the 

pupils can’t join until the teacher joins and 

the teacher has to let everyone in. 

➢ Teachers will ensure that attendees are 

muted as they join the meeting. 

➢ Teachers will make expectations and 

meeting conduct clear at the beginning 

of each meeting, including the 

school rules. 

➢ Teachers will ensure no one else is on view 

from the camera, wear suitable and 

appropriate clothing. 

➢ The teacher has the right to remove a 

student from a Google Meet if their 

behaviour is not in line with the  

school behaviour expectations. 

➢ Only hold meetings with a manageable 

number of children and during the school 

day 

➢ Parents have ultimate responsibility to 

make sure students not only attend, but 

follow the correct protocols when 

online Zoom or Google Meetings are 

scheduled with teachers. 

➢ Please help your child set up and access 

the Google Meet or Zoom meeting lesson 

using the link posted into Google 

Classroom/Tapestry 

➢ Please ensure that children are logged in 

with their @delveslane.school email for 

Google meets and have a clearly 

identifiable screen name for Zoom. Staff 

can only admit pupils to the meeting for 

security reasons. 

➢ Please make sure that your child is ready 5 

minutes before the advertised start of the 

meeting, to ensure that you are 

on time and that you don’t delay the 

meeting and are not locked out. 

➢ Please ensure your child is appropriately 

dressed for meetings. We would expect 

pupils to be dressed as though it was a 

non-uniform day. 

➢ Please ensure other family members are 

appropriately dressed and out of camera 



shot and do not contribute to the video 

call. 

➢ Please discuss with your child the 

appropriate way to behave in the 

meeting - in the same way as if they were 

in school with the member of staff. If a 

child is behaving 

➢ inappropriately, the school may need to 

suspend their school google account 

temporarily. 

➢ Please DO NOT film the session on another 

device as this is a safeguarding and GDPR 

issue. 

 

We also expect our children, parents/carers and staff to follow the Acceptable Use Policy. 

Early Years and Key Stage One (Nursery & Classes 1 to 6) http://www.delveslaneprimary.durham.sch.uk/wp-

content/uploads/sites/17/2020/09/Pupil-Acceptable-Use-Policy-EYFS-KS1-September-2020.pdf 

 

Key Stage Two (Classes 7 to 14) http://www.delveslaneprimary.durham.sch.uk/wp-content/uploads/sites/17/2020/09/Pupil-Acceptable-Use-

Policy-KS2-September-2020.pdf 
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